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How to edit a media file (lecture recording)

You can remove unnecessary materials in a lecture recording by (1) removing a segment from the middle or (2) removing either the beginning or end sections.


Login to the Lecture Capture System (LCS) website (www.lcs.uwa.edu.au" www.lcs.uwa.edu.au) with your staff ID number and Pheme password.

Open the recording file
Select the recording that you want to edit and click on the recording title.
	Scroll to the bottom of the page and click on Edit Media.
	Wait while Echo360 Presentation Editor loads. The Echo360 presentation editor is open on a new window.

Select the content. [This instruction is only applied if you have a dual screens recording] 
	In the Content Pane, click one of the thumbnails in the lower right corner to display either the video or the display content, such as a PowerPoint file. 


Use the markers to specify a segment
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*Image is taken from confluence.echo360.com
Drag the left marker in to the start of the cut.
	Drag the right marker in to the end of the segment.
	Click the scissors (Cut) button.
The cut areas appear grey on the timeline. The edits are shown in the Cuts Pane.

Commit Edits
In the Cuts Pane, click edit for each of the edits you want to commit.
Click on the check mark to commit the edit.
Do this for each of the cuts you want to commit.


Preview the Edited File
Click the Preview tab.
Click the Play button.

Process the Edited File
Click the Save tab.
	Click the Process Edits button.

Finish
Close the Echo360 Presentation Editor Window.

Further information on editing a recording can be found on: http://confluence.echo360.com/display/51/Edit+Echoes+for+Academic+Staff" http://confluence.echo360.com/display/51/Edit+Echoes+for+Academic+Staff 
*Images are taken from confluence.echo360.com
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